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10Abstract Prior research has highlighted the value of using wikis to support learning. This
11paper makes the case that the wiki has several properties that are particularly amenable for
12constructing applications that support the “collaborative” part of a variety and range of
13different time/different place student collaborations. In support of the argument, the paper
14presents the WikiDesignPlatform (WDP). The WDP supplies a suite of awareness,
15navigation, communication, transcription, and analysis components that provide additional
16functionality beyond the standard wiki feature set. Two case studies are presented, which
17have different coordination, communication, and awareness requirements for the “collab-
18orative” part of the students’ collaborative learning activities. The evidence shows that
19under both conditions, a prefabricated wiki provides a sufficiently rich intersubjective space
20that adequately supports the students’ collaborative work.

21Keywords Wikis . Asynchronous non-collocated collaborative learning . Coordination
22

23Introduction

24There are two issues to address in any kind of computer-supported collaborative learning
25(CSCL) activity. Did the students learn? Did the technology adequately support the
26students’ collaboration? The latter question can be referred to as the “collaborative” part of
27collaborative learning, and it is the overarching theme of this paper.
28Any computer-supported collaborative learning application combines a learning activity
29with a collaborative environment. The collaborative environment must enable students to
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30create an online intersubjective space that adequately supports the students’ cooperation.
31Building online environments that meet this criterion is not a trivial task.
32Think of the intersubjective space in which the students operate as the “glue” that holds
33the collaborative learning activity together. It is what makes possible the functioning of the
34group. The space must be sufficiently rich so that students can carry out their joint learning
35task. How rich depends on how closely the students must work together. For some
36activities, tightly coupled activities, students must work within a joint problem space, which
37requires a detailed common understanding of the status of the problem. For other activities,
38loosely coupled activities, students must connect with one another to create some common
39ground but do not necessarily have to jointly focus on, or produce, a specific product.
40Online collaborative systems can be divided up into a time space matrix: whether the
41collaboration is collocated or not and whether it is synchronous or asynchronous (Ellis et al.
421991). Collaborative learning activities can fit into any of the four possibilities. Each one
43has different requirements for the “collaborative” part of collaborative learning. Non-
44collocated asynchronous activities are of special value because they enable students to work
45together outside the classroom. Students may still have the opportunity to talk face-to-face,
46but potentially much of their collaboration emerges online in a virtual space where they are
47never really fully co-present at the same time in the same place.
48Suppose students participated in several different online collaborative learning activities
49during a single semester. If both the activity and collaborative environment vary, the
50overhead of switching from one activity to another can be prohibitively high for non tech-
51savvy students. Applications developed for the same operating system, like Apple’s Mac
52OS X®, share a similar look and interaction style. This is what makes it easier for users to
53switch back and forth between different applications. Similarly, it would help if there
54existed a platform or toolkit that could be used to compose different learning environments
55that would share the same style of interaction. Ideally, the platform and the interaction style
56would support a variety and range of different learning activities. A standardized platform
57of this sort would also provide a basis for the aggregation of techniques, learning activities,
58and research.
59This paper makes the case that the basic wiki has several properties that make it an ideal
60framework for composing different time and place learning environments. Applications
61engineered within the style of wiki interactions can support a variety of learning activities
62ranging from tightly to loosely coupled collaborations. Wiki-based collaborative applications
63can also support metacognitive tasks, like reflection or self/co-explanation.
64Two case studies are reported on in more detail. In the first study, students are working
65online in a tightly coupled collaboration; in the second study, the students’ interactions are
66more loosely coupled. In tightly coupled learning activities, participants must jointly focus
67on key materials in a timely fashion as they collectively produce a product. The students
68must stay coordinated, especially on the key elements of their collaboration. Contributions
69lost in the interaction can potentially lead to degradation of performance. In loosely coupled
70collaborations, not every contribution must be recognized. Responses to contributions can
71be less timely. The sense of the common activity is less well defined and more distributed.
72The participants must be active, but their viewpoints require less convergence to maintain
73progress. The analysis of these two “radically” different kinds of collaborations focuses on
74characterizing, quantifying, and evaluating the “collaborative” part of the students’
75collaboration.
76To support the argument of the paper, we present a wiki-based educational platform, the
77WikiDesignPlatform (WDP), developed in the GROUP lab at Brandeis University. The
78WDP provides a suite of transcription, analysis, awareness, navigation, and communication
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79components that can be added to the basic wiki platform in order to produce more effective
80learning environments. New applications are custom-built by preformatting the structure of
81the wiki and adding components that further support, for example, coordination. The
82prefabricated wiki enriches the collaborative space making it easier for students to
83effectively and efficiently collaborate.
84The WDP has been used to develop collaborative learning environments for a variety
85and range of educational activities for five courses taught at Brandeis University; Alterman
86was the instructor in each of these courses and Larusson the teaching assistant.

87Wiki-style of interaction for different time/different place student learning

88The standard wiki has several properties that are particularly amenable to building support
89for online different time/different place collaborative learning activities (see Table 1). The
90wiki is Web 2.0 technology. It is social and collaborative and the majority of today’s student
91population is already familiar with technologies of this sort. The modest level of skills
92required to use Web 2.0 technologies makes it within the technical reach for both science
93and non-science students and teachers.
94The wiki interaction (collaboration) style is primarily asynchronous. It is easy to co-edit
95documents as Web pages (wiki pages), which are automatically published online and
96thereby accessible to others at different times and places. There is a common syntax for
97articulation; for those who are less technically savvy, Web pages can be edited using
98WYSIWIG (What You See Is What You Get) text editors.
99Wikis are plastic: It is easy to preformat them to support both a variety and range of
100collaborative learning activities. This enables the teacher to use the wiki structure as a
101mediating organization for how the students interact and coordinate their collaboration. By
102integrating scaffoldings specific to a given learning activity (Notari 2006), a wide range of
103learning paradigms can be implemented (Parker and Chao 2007; Duffy and Bruns 2006;
104Lamb 2004).
105The malleability of wikis enables both teachers and students to do further adaptations to
106the environment so that it better aligns with the requirements of a particular class or the
107specifics of a given student or learning activity.
108The wiki control structure is mostly non-hierarchical: There is not a centralized
109authority that controls the changes and additions to content. Students feel as if they work
110within a student-owned and centered workspace.

t1.1 Table 1 Wiki properties particularly amenable to constructing different time/place collaborative learning
applications

t1.2 Property Motivation

t1.3 Web 2.0 technology Within reach for experts and non-tech savvy students and teachers.

t1.4 Document co-editing Easy to asynchronously collaboratively produce content.

t1.5 Automatic publication Easy for students and teachers to share/exchange/access material.

t1.6 Plasticity Easy to preformat for a variety & range of collaborative
learning activities.

t1.7 Malleability Easy for users other than developer to adapt environment.

t1.8 Non-hierarchical control structure Student-centered and owned workspace.
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111A platform that facilitates the construction of collaborative learning environments
112framed within the wiki’s style of interaction has several benefits. Each new application
113shares the same common form of interaction making it easier for teachers and students to
114switch tasks within the same course. Thus, students can spend less time learning how to use
115the technology and more time learning the course material. A common standard of
116constructing learning applications can also simplify the aggregation of proven methods,
117designs, scaffolds, and strategies within the educational communities. Having the platform
118employ a more component-based architecture turns domains, learning activities, and
119collaborative environments into reusable components. Other components integrated with
120the wiki can provide additional functionality that increases awareness, improves navigation,
121and makes it easier to coordinate and create common ground. In general, reusable
122components simplify the process of (re-)engineering different learning environments
123tailored to the needs of any particular course or activity.

124The “collaborative” part of collaborative learning

125To function effectively, any kind of organization or community must share information
126relevant to its purpose. There must exist some kind of common understanding about shared
127activities, roles, and responsibilities, how to proceed in different situations, who will do
128what, how they will do it, what will be produced, and in what form. During an action, in
129response to some event, or as part of a planned activity, there are some common
130expectations about how things will be done. At each moment in time, the participants share
131some sense of what has happened so far and what will happen next. There will also be
132different understandings because of division of labor, status, or expertise. Different
133participants will understand things at different times and in different ways: This is part of
134the functioning of the community.
135The lump sum of all of these things is the “glue” that holds the enterprise together – the
136intersubjective space in which the participants operate. It is partially biological. As humans,
137we have a perceptual apparatus that makes us see the world the same way. However, it is
138also social and cultural. Individuals have prior experiences, a history of activities, which
139characterize their current and future activities in the enterprise (Cole and Engeström 1993;
140Vygotsky 1978). The intersubjective space provides a background for interpreting the
141actions and motives of other participants. It is what we mutually believe a person means by
142what she does or says (Clark and Brennan 1991). It is the common “sense” of the
143interaction that emerges, but it is also those parts of what has occurred, is occurring, that are
144not mutually understood.
145Two factors that make it difficult to manage the intersubjective space in online different
146time/different place collaborations are communication and coordination. In a face-to-face
147conversation, there is a wealth of information available that helps participants co-construct
148an intersubjective space. Online, the conditions under which the students communicate,
149coordinate, and establish common ground are significantly different. Much of the literature
150on collaborative technology is motivated by the problems of communication and
151coordination (Baecker 1993; communication: Tatar et al. 1990; Ellis et al. 1991; Turoff
1521993; coordination: Malone and Crowston 1994; Schmidt and Simone 1996; Suchman and
153Trigg 1991).
154Common ground is a part of what constitutes the intersubjective space. It is what the
155participants mutually believe about the situation (Clark 1996). Grounding is the method by
156which participants add new content to the common ground, which is established when the
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157participants mutually believe they have understood what the contributor meant sufficient for
158current purposes (Clark 1996; Clark and Brennan 1991).
159Because an online student community can be large and because all members are not
160always together at the same time in the same place, common ground emerges intermittently
161and non-uniformly. For example, on a wiki, a student can read a wiki page written by
162another student without confirming his or her understanding of the text. The students may
163have an overlapping understanding, but the degree to which it is the same is unknown. The
164wiki produces some convergence of understanding but not all is directly translatable into
165common ground. Because the students are multitasking and working in parallel, there is no
166time available for explicit, continuous, sequential grounding. The things that the individuals
167believe about a joint activity as a result of their online participation, mutually believed or
168not, are also a part of the intersubjective space (D’Andrade 1980).
169The intersubjective space for an online activity depends on a representational system and
170practice (Hutchins 1995; Hutchins and Klausen 1996; Norman 1993). The representational
171system is composed of media, representational artifacts, and content, which mediate the
172functioning of the online collaboration (Perry 2003; Garfinkel 1967; Schegloff 1992). The
173representational system enables participants to make progress without grounding, maintain
174a shared view even when only some of what is understood at any time is common ground,
175and even when common ground varies among the community members (Alterman 2007).
176Coordinating representations are an important part of the representational space
177(coordinating mechanisms: Schmidt and Simone 1996; secondary artifacts: Wartofsky
1781979; coordinating representations: Suchman and Trigg 1991; Alterman 2007). A
179coordinating representation mediates an expected recurrent point of online coordination
180(Alterman, ibid). It is shared among participants and designed to make it easier for actors to
181work in parallel and multitask and make “common sense” of the situation and how to
182proceed with the action. They reduce the coordination work required to have a sufficiently
183rich intersubjective space. They enable actors to make progress, delay, or avoid the “face
184time” required for explicit grounding, and thereby enable forms of collaboration where the
185need to directly and sequentially interact is significantly reduced.
186Although non-collocated students participating in an asynchronous online collaborative
187learning activity can periodically ground offline, and build the intersubjective space, much
188of the grounding work cannot emerge sequentially. By definition, the students’ online
189interactions are interspersed with many other offline activities. Thus, the design of the
190collaborative environment, the representational system, and the coordinating representa-
191tions it provides, is critical to the students’ success.
192The “problem” that the representational system must solve is not an easy one. When
193problems of coordination emerge, alternate forms of communication and interaction may be
194needed. Because the students are collaborating at a distance, they are not really directly
195focused on one another. At any given point in time, without adequate structure, the students’
196focus of attention is unlikely to be centered on the same thing. The collaborative environment
197must help the students stay aware of what is important, relevant, significant, and of interest.
198Sometimes students will also need to know when and where a particular event occurred.
199The basic wiki provides some capabilities that can support coordination and
200communication in online different place and time collaborations. The plasticity of the wiki
201means its structure can be cognitively engineered to simplify coordination. Pre-structuring
202the wiki can make wiki pages function as a coordinating representation for specific
203recurrent activities among students: Later this feature will be used to help “engineer” the
204students’ joint focus on particular significant tasks. The malleability of the wiki means that,
205irrespective of the initial structuring of the wiki, the teacher or students can make further
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206adaptations to the wiki to meet their coordination requirements. The non-hierarchical
207control structure provides equal access for students. There is no complicated formulistic
208method of interaction required for students to co-edit and share representations within the
209same wiki space.
210Because wiki pages are automatically published to the entire community, the
211coordination problems associated with sharing and distributing common representations is
212simplified. Compare how easy this is to do on a wiki, to how hard it is to when each student
213has individual paper copies of the same document. In the latter case, co-editing a document
214requires much more coordination work.
215The basic wiki provides some components that help participants work together. The
216revision history enables users to see what pages have recently changed but is somewhat
217limited in the information it provides: It mostly focuses on edit changes. The discussion
218pages associated with each wiki page enables coauthors to communicate with one another
219but there are many situations where this kind of communication will not suffice. Without
220other forms of communication or coordination, it will frequently be difficult for students to
221keep up with current events and for one student to draw the attention of another student to a
222particular page on the wiki.
223To better support a variety of learning activities ranging from loosely to tightly coupled
224collaborations, additional components must be added. These components can provide more
225appropriate ways of maintaining a shared view of their common work: a collaborative
226environment, an intersubjective space, which adequately supports the students’ cooperation
227given the requirements of the task at hand. The claim of this paper is that by preformatting
228the basic wiki and selecting additional “appropriate” components to support, for example,
229communication and coordination, the basic wiki style of interaction provides a basis for
230building collaborative environments for a variety and range of different time and different
231place learning activities.
232Depending on the learning activity, the basic wiki can be preformatted to scaffold and
233structure the students’ collaboration and simplify their coordination work as they
234collaborate online. Additional communication methods help students maintain a common
235view of their joint enterprise outside the margins of the preformatted ways for students to
236interact. Additional awareness mechanisms enable students to “keep up” with new events
237on the wiki, especially ones that might be of particular interest to the student; thus the
238intersubjective space for a given student accretes in a manner that is relevant to the
239students’ work. Improved navigation makes it easier for students to find relevant materials
240in a timely fashion. Scaffolding the wiki with project material turns the wiki structure into a
241mechanism that mediates and coordinates the students’ cooperative work. Automated
242transcription and analysis tools for replaying the transcripts enable students to co-reflect on
243their online collaboration, engage in various metacognitive learning activities and provide a
244basis for research on online student collaboration.

245The WikiDesignPlatform (WDP)

246Wikis focus on enabling users to rapidly coauthor and share a collection of online free-form
247textual documents represented as Web pages or “wiki pages” (Leuf and Cunningham 2001).
248Wikis do not require any special software to use. Wiki pages are stored online, on the wiki,
249and are edited in an editor accessible through the standard Web browser. It is not necessary
250for the user to be familiar with complex HyperText Markup Language (HTML) tags in order
251to visually and structurally augment the wiki page content or “wikitext.” The wikitext can be
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252modified using a much simplified markup language called wikisyntax or by using a simple
253point-and-click WYSIWYG editor. A wiki maintains a revision history for all its coauthored
254pages, making it easy for users to revert a given wiki page back to a prior state. On a standard
255wiki, all users have equal rights and control over the content and structure. There is no set
256division of labor. The community does not have a director that instructs “workers” on what to
257do. Members pick the role that best matches their abilities and preferences.
258The Wikipedia project is the most well-known example of wiki use. As of April 2009, the
259Wikipedia community has co-produced a total of 16,529,910 wiki pages, 2,851,000 of which
260are articles, in the English version ofWikipedia alone (Wikipedia Statistics 2009). These efforts
261go far beyond any attempts made by other encyclopedia projects (Forte and Bruckman 2006;
262Voss 2005). Wikipedia has incorporated some non-wiki-like regulatory frameworks mostly to
263prevent or revert vandalism (Viegas et al. 2004). Some users rank as moderators who can, for
264example, temporarily prevent further edits to a particular page and ban certain users.
265The basic wiki environment is not sufficient in itself to support the variety and range of
266online learning activities that are beneficial to students beyond simple co-writing learning
267assignments. Despite its success outside education, it is not guaranteed that Wikipedia’s
268collaboration style will succeed in an educational context (Ebner et al. 2006). If coupled
269with more educational-specific features, the basic wiki environment can support a larger
270variety of different time/different place collaborative learning activities (Tonkin 2005;
271Wang and Turner 2004; Raitman and Zhou 2005).
272The recent workshop at CSCL 2007 (Lund 2007) and symposium at ICLS 2008 (Pierroux et
273al. 2008) give testimony to the growing interest in exploiting wiki-based technology in
274education. As a class website, or a research lab workspace, wikis afford the quick
275dissemination and discussion of teaching material (Bergin 2002; Tonkin 2005; Augar et al.
2762004). Teachers can use wikis to share best practices and teaching materials (Da Lio et al.
2772005). Favoring collaboration between geographically distant users makes wikis ideal for
278supporting many distance-learning programs (Schwartz et al. 2004; Bold 2006). Wiki-
279mediated collaboration requires students to mutually negotiate and agree on how to proceed
280with their coauthorship, which has significant educational value (Bruns and Humphreys 2005).
281The more traditional educational uses of wikis include deploying them as a collaborative
282writing tool. Primary level students can construct a “choose your own adventure” book
283( Q1Désilets and Paquet 2005). Students studying English as a second language can
284collaboratively write, and peer-review, articles written in English (Chang and Schallert
2852005; Wang et al. 2005; Honegger 2005). Students can use wikis to collectively summarize
286and reflect on their joint mathematical problem solving work (Stahl et al. 2007; Stahl 2008).
287Students can use wikis to collectively prepare themselves for a field trip (e.g., to an art
288museum) and (with the right technological support) continue to build the wiki-based
289knowledge repository during the trip (Pierroux 2008).
290Learning activities based on constructivistic principles can be converted into wiki-based
291activities (Forte and Bruckman 2006; Forte and Bruckman 2007), as can projects that invite
292students to discuss and “argue” about alternate views of the same material (Rick et al.
2932002). Wikis can be a platform for students to participate in a knowledge community that
294coauthors encyclopedia-style articles on course topics (Guzdial et al. 2001; Rick and
295Guzdial 2006; Lund and Smørdal 2006).

296The WDP

297Much of the previous work on wikis in education has focused on “if” students learn after
298collaborating vis-à-vis a wiki rather than exploring the actual “collaborative” part of the
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299wiki-mediated activity. The evaluation of the basic wiki as a platform for engineering
300applications to support a variety and range of different time and place online collaborative
301learning activities requires a systematic study of the space of possible collaborations.
302The WikiDesignPlatform (WDP) has been used to build several different learning
303applications. Different WDP-based applications have been used within a single course to
304support different learning activities. This demonstrates that applications framed within the
305wiki’s style of interaction have a relatively low learning overhead. The wide variety of
306learning activities demonstrates the plasticity of wikis. Each of these activities varies the
307requirements for how closely the students must work together and require different
308coordination, communication, and awareness capabilities. At one extreme, students must
309work closely together in a joint problem space; at the other extreme, the students’
310collaboration is more loosely coupled. In either case, the intersubjective space constructed
311using the WDP was effective as supporting the collaborative part of the online student
312work.
313The WDP provides a suite of awareness, navigational, communicative, and analysis
314components and scaffolds. These components can be layered on top of, or coupled with, the
315WDP’s core application: a customized MoinMoin wiki (Hermann and Waldmann 2008).
316The WDP’s collection of components helps in composing wiki-based learning applications
317that provide support tailored to the specific collaborative needs of a given learning activity.
318Because the core of each application is the wiki, each application shares the same style of
319interaction.
320Presented next is a discussion of the key components of the WDP platform. These
321components enable individual applications to be tailored to fit the goals of the learning
322activity. They also enable teachers (and researchers) to monitor and evaluate the students’
323online work. “Picking and choosing” the right components for a given learning activity is
324what creates an online intersubjective space that allows students to productively
325collaborate.

326Preformatting the structure of the wiki

327For a particular learning activity, the preformatted organization of the wiki has a dual
328function. It supports coordination and scaffolds the learning activity.
329In education, scaffolding refers to the support, “devices,” and/or “strategies” offered that
330guide students in carrying out their learning activity so as to maximize the educational
331“profit” (Collins 2006; van Merriënboer et al. 2003; Ward and Tiessen 1997). Scaffolding
332enables a novice/learner to tackle complex and difficult problems, which without assistance
333would be beyond the individual’s abilities (Pea 2004). Without the right scaffolding, student
334collaborations are likely to be ineffective.
335Incorporating scaffolding organizes the learning material into a meaningful structure
336embedded in the students’ workspace (Wiley and Ash 2005). It helps the students develop
337mental models and/or representations of the target concepts, topics, and/or methods.
338Scaffolding also enables students to “assess” their progress and identify project and
339problem requirements, which in turn focuses their work on the most critical issues
340(Jonassen 1999).
341Scaffolding can be offered as worked examples, learning agents, visual aids, and
342reference sources (Clark 2005). It can be a help system, provide guided tours or hints on
343how to proceed with a particular task (Collins 2006). Scaffolding can structure, define, or
344confine the students’ work to emphasize on a specific important technique or method, for
345example, how to construct arguments and produce claims (Jonassen et al. 2005).
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346Scaffolding can also entail the application performing some less critical parts of an
347assignment, for example, arithmetic functions, enabling students to focus on (conceptually)
348solving the problem (Jonassen 1999; Collins 2006).
349Scaffolding a wiki with project-related material creates a representational structure that
350guides and organizes the students’ interactions, concentrated on the key aspects of their
351collaboration. The scaffolding functions as a coordinating representation, which helps the
352students coordinate and share a common view of their cooperative activity.
353The WDP provides no special “scaffolding toolkit” beyond the fact that wikis are easy to
354prefabricate. However, collecting modifiable scaffoldings that can be reused on the same
355platform in conjunction with components that support, for example, communication or
356awareness benefits students and teachers alike. Students can engage in a variety of
357educational tasks within a common framework; the alternative, requiring students to learn a
358new interaction style for each new activity introduces a significant overhead that can interfere
359with their learning. Teachers and researchers have a common parlance for exchanging proven
360ideas and developing new techniques. A platform of this sort provides teachers with a
361repository of ready-made scaffolds, components, and learning activities that can be more
362easily “borrowed” and adapted to the specifics of a particular student, course, or project.
363One of the studies presented in this paper explores scaffolding designed to support
364students engaged in a collaborative design project in a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
365class. Figures 1 and 2 show an excerpt from the prefabricated wiki offered to the students.
366The scaffolding included among other things: example checklists, surveys, and
367prototypes. The role of the scaffolding was to organize, coordinate, and guide the students’
368design work so that they jointly focused on, and problem solved, the most critical project
369issues. Figure 1 shows the project task list. By clicking through the list, students can obtain
370more detailed information on a particular subtask including editable templates. Figure 2
371shows an example template preloaded with “hints” that show students how to use it.

372Awareness and navigation

373Most wikis include a “recent changes” page that summarizes recent page edits and helps
374users stay coordinated. While this component provides valuable information, it has some
375limitations. Students not only need to keep up-to-date on who is editing what but also if

Fig. 1 The project task list enumerates all the critical milestones in the project
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376other students are actually paying attention to (reading) what they are writing on the wiki.
377For example, structural overview maps can heighten the students’ awareness of recent
378activity on the wiki and simplify accessibility and navigation to content (Reinhold 2006;
379Reinhold and Abawi 2006; Ullman and Kay 2007; Han and Kim 2005).
380The WDP provides two awareness components: the WikiNewsletter and the WikiEye.
381Both components enable a student to move directly from a notification of a contribution to
382its location on the wiki. These components answer important questions such as “who has
383read what I wrote?” which helps students organize and coordinate their collaborative task
384and determine how “closely” the group is working together.
385The WikiNewsletter (Fig. 3) is an email message that is sent out daily to all wiki users and
386highlights activity and changes on the wiki in the preceding 24 hours. The newsletter is push-
387technology (Nuschke and Jiang 2007). The newsletter does not require students to login to
388the wiki. The vocabulary of each newsletter is tailored to fit the learning activity. For
389example, on a WDP-based co-blogging environment, the newsletter can describe edit events
390on discussion pages as “Bob commented on Caroline’s blog” instead of “Bob edited a page.”
391The WikiEye (Fig. 4) provides an on-demand tabular formatted summary of recent
392activity on the wiki. It summarizes both editing and reading activities by each individual
393user. It also provides information on pages that have been recently created or deleted,
394recently uploaded files, and WikiStickies. Viewing options enable the student to filter the
395information by selecting a user, time period, or tag of interest.

396Communication

397The WDP provides components that support communication beyond the “standard” set: one
398example is email, a second is instant messaging (IM), and a third is theWikiSticky.When a new
399learning activity is constructed, the preferred communication components are fully integrated
400into the environment. Full integration not only means that students can communicate vis-à-vis
401the wiki or third party applications but that their communicative product is stored on the wiki
402and accessible by students and teachers alike for later review. The communication discourse
403can be searched, tagged, and linked to just like a traditional wiki page.
404WikiStickies (Fig. 5) are “Post-it®” like notes that users can embed inside a wiki page.
405They are easily distinguishable from the permanent page text and can be addressed to a
406specific target audience. WikiStickies addressed to a student, either individually or as a part
407of a group, will show up on his or her WikiEye and newsletter.

Fig. 2 Editable templates are provided along with “hints” on how to “fill in” each template
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408Transcription

409All of the collaborative platforms we have developed automatically produce replayable and
410reviewable transcripts of the students’ online activities. The production of transcripts serves
411a range of theoretical and practical functions (Alterman and Larusson 2007):

4121. The exercise of collecting and analyzing transcripts teaches experimental design and
413methods.

 

a) Filter by user and time 

b) Pages created and 
deleted 

c) Edit and read events 

d) File 
uploads e) WikiStickies

Fig. 4 The WikiEye awareness mechanism

Fig. 3 The WikiNewsletter
describing recent activity on a
co-blog wiki
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4142. The students’ participation in data collection exercises gives them firsthand experiences
415with online collaboration.
4163. The firsthand experience of students as both collectors of data and participants in
417online collaborative activities are an object of reflection.
4184. The transcripts provide concrete data for exploring and evaluating a theoretical
419framework.
4205. The transcripts are a source of design problems and also a testing ground for design
421innovation.
4226. The transcripts provide concrete data for teaching and practicing various kinds of
423analysis methods.
4247. The collection of transcripts is a shared repository of data for term projects.
4258. The transcripts are a basis for classroom discussion.

426For students, the transcripts are objects of reflection. Students can study transcripts of
427their own online collaborations. Their analysis is grounded in their own experiences as they
428try to interpret the collaborative activity ( Q2Boyd and Fales 1983). Providing students with
429reviewable records (transcripts) of their prior online problem-solving activities also enables
430them to work on their metacognitive strategies for controlling their self-regulatory problem-
431solving processes (Azevedo 2005a, 2005b).
432For researchers, the transcripts provide a valuable source of data. The transcripts make it
433possible to identify new characteristics of events that indicate what kinds of, and the extent
434to which, the students interact online. Being able to model the mechanics of the students’
435online activities is a precursor to a more effective approach to designing technology to
436support online student collaborations.
437For teachers, transcripts of the students’ own collaborations can be used during lectures
438as “texts” to help make complex theoretical material more concrete.
439In one course, the students analyzed their own transcripts as a part of their term project
440(Alterman and Larusson 2007). On a survey, the students rated the educational value of the
441transcripts. There were 29 students in the class. About half of the class (n=14) consisted of
442undergraduate students and the majority of the class (n=26) included graduate students and

Fig. 5 A wiki page with WikiStickies embedded within the page content
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443undergraduate majors in Computer Science. The survey questions were organized as simple
444yes/no questions. Eighty-two percent of the students stated that having access to replayable
445transcripts made the theoretical papers read in class more comprehensible. Seventy-nine
446percent stated that being able to review transcripts of actual collaborations was helpful
447when choosing a topic for their term project. Eighty-two percent stated that the transcripts
448were valuable for their term projects. The survey also yielded the following representative
449comments from the students:

450“It helps you understand the task better to do it yourself. It gives more insight into
451how groups collaborate, how joint sense is achieved. It is easier to look at data from a
452task you are familiar with.”

453“When we see the transcripts, the examples correlate with the theoretical stuff we
454read about. We can relate examples we see to the theory and challenge the theory.”

455“Some of the papers were clarified or made concrete by examples from our transcripts.”
456

457The students were provided with an analysis tool that replayed their online activities at
458the interface level. One student voluntarily developed (and shared with the class) a small
459program, which provided an alternate view of the same data. These scripts focused on
460displaying the chat among the wiki users in chronological order (see Fig. 6). Interspersed
461between lines of chat are summaries of the edit and browser actions of the participants. This
462visualization is not as rich as a replay of a transcript, but is quite valuable for analyses that
463focus on the communication (chat) among the participants.

464Technical details

465In addition to edit events, the WDP transcripts describe more activities, and in greater
466detail, compared to the standard wiki revision history. The transcripts are raw XML files
467(Fig. 7) where each element represents a type of an event (read, edit, WikiEye navigation,
468tagging a page,…).
469The transcripts can be treated as an event log file, imported into a traditional relational
470database, and examined by writing SQL queries and small scripts. The WDP provides
471additional tools that enable a larger variety of alternate analysis methods: from discourse,
472conversation, or interaction analysis to ethnography. For example, the WikiPlayer replays
473the transcripts just as if one was viewing a videotape (Larusson and Alterman 2007, 2008).
474The Wikiplayer enables students or teachers to engage in “on-the-fly” interaction with the
475data, filtering, searching, and spontaneous exploration of the evolution of individual pages
476and the wiki as a whole.

477Variety of learning functions

478Wiki-style learning environments built using the WDP have been deployed on more than
479one occasion in different capacities (see Table 2) in a number of courses taught by the
480authors in the Computer Science Department at Brandeis University.
481The WDP has regularly been used to construct a class website for “managing” the course
482(see Function 1 in Table 2). The class website is mainly used as a “distribution channel” for
483course material and as a coordination medium for scheduling class activities. Emails sent
484through the class mailing list are also viewable, searchable, and taggable on the class wiki.
485All in all, the students, instructor, and teaching assistant only need to go to a single location
486to obtain all the material pertinent to the course. Because of the wiki’s low technical
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487overhead, interacting with the class website is within reach for non tech-savvy students and
488teachers. Both the students and the teacher can easily and quickly upload and download
489files and change the wiki page content. The WDP’s awareness mechanisms help the
490students keep up-to-date on when new material has been posted by the instructor and
491teaching assistant.
492In several courses, students have co-blogged on the course material using an
493environment constructed with the WDP platform (see Function 2 in Table 2). Each student
494has to write blog posts on topics covered in the course. The students also comment on each
495other’s blog posts. The blog wiki is prefabricated to meet the needs of this learning task, but
496the students still use the same “familiar” wiki style of interaction. Editing wiki pages is a

Fig. 6 A transcript analysis tool
created by a student

Fig. 7 Excerpt from a transcript
describing Bob’s activities on a
WDP-based wiki
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497means of writing, or commenting on, blog posts. Using WikiStickies, the students’
498comments are easily located on the blog posts and are highlighted on the WikiEye. The
499WikiNewsletter also helps students keep current on new events in the blog-o-sphere.
500In other courses, teams of students used the WDP toolkit themselves to cognitively
501engineer prototype collaborative learning environments (Function 3 in Table 2). Students
502re-format the wiki pages (create new kinds of scaffoldings) to reflect their design ideas for a
503particular collaborative learning task/application. Students also select from the WDP’s suite
504of components (e.g., awareness or communication components) that best match their design
505ideas. Because the prototype environment is constructed using the WDP platform, the
506transcripts and analysis tools enable the students to collect valuable data that can fuel
507further redesigns.
508In an HCI course, the WDP was used to construct a wiki-based workspace that
509supported students participating in team-based design term projects. Students used the wiki
510environment to manage their work and as a central repository for (coauthored) documents
511related to their interface design (Function 4 in Table 2). The wiki was pre-scaffolded with
512example checklists, evaluation methods, and editable templates with “fill-in hints” so
513students could more easily organize and concentrate their work on the important tasks
514defined by the teacher (see Figs. 1 and 2 for an example of the scaffolding offered for this
515course). Coupling the wiki with email and CVS code repository components enabled
516students to more easily communicate and distribute material as they asynchronously
517developed ideas and code.
518Because the WDP was used to build all of these applications, the students only needed to
519learn one style of interaction — the wiki style — and could more readily switch between
520different learning activities within the same course. For example, in one course students
521first used the WDP as class website, then as co-blog platform, and finally as a cognitive
522engineering platform.

523Two case studies

524This section reports on two case studies that explore the capability of using wiki-based
525learning environments to support both tightly and loosely coupled learning activities. The
526analyses use data collected in classes taught a Brandeis University. Alterman was the
527teacher in both courses and Larusson the teaching assistant. These courses are not
528“traditional” Computer Science courses. The course material is conceptually difficult and
529highly interdisciplinary (see Table 3). The goal is to produce students who can design/

t2.1 Table 2 Different kinds of WDP-based applications and the types of learning activities it supported

t2.2 No. WDP’s function Wiki features

t2.3 1 Class website Awareness and navigation, communication (email), and
scaffolding for organizing a class website.

t2.4 2 Co-blogging Awareness to help students keep current of new relevant
events as they reflect on and discuss the course material.

t2.5 3 Use WDP platform to cognitively
engineer CSCL platforms.

Malleability and suite of WDP components for students to
design scaffolds and prototype CSCL environments.

t2.6 4 Workspace for collaborative
design term project

Scaffolding and awareness to support coordination
and co-editing of wiki pages.
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530develop technology within a critical framework and participate at the interface of
531technology, social sciences, and the humanities.
532For the class where students were engaged in a tightly coupled learning activity, they
533were working in teams on a HCI design term project. The students collaboratively produced
534a particular product using design methods taught in class. Ideally, the students stayed jointly
535focused on the critical elements of the project and shared a common view of who was doing
536what and when, what needed to be done, and the evolving product of their efforts. The
537students needed to maintain awareness and be responsive, in a timely fashion, to
538contributions by other students. Knowing that your contribution was read or further edited
539was an integral element of the task. Performance depended significantly on honoring
540commitments.
541The co-blogging activity was a more loosely coupled activity. The goal was for students
542to articulate in their own words their understanding of the course material, developing their
543individual viewpoints, and commenting other explanations of the same material. The
544students worked intermittently, at their convenience, throughout the week. Some level of
545awareness was needed for online discussions to regularly emerge. However, it was not
546necessary that the students read every contribution to the blog-o-sphere; this is in direct
547contrast to the case of the tightly coupled activity.
548Content on the wiki is only accessible to users that are logged in. Only the students, the
549instructor, and teaching assistant have login accounts on the wiki. When students log in for
550the first time they are presented with a disclaimer explaining that their online activities will
551be automatically recorded into transcripts. Students can then choose to sign a consent form
552permitting the use of their transcripts in future research. For the studies reported on in this
553paper, all of the students gave permission for their transcripts to be analyzed.
554The transcripts that are automatically produced by the WDP were the basis of our
555analysis of the students’ online activities. The transcripts enable the analyst to track read,
556edit, and navigation events. When a student navigates to a wiki page, he or she is
557considered to be reading that page. Students may “visit” a page only to navigate to another
558page. However, because wiki pages that, for example, contain blog posts tend to be leaves
559on the link hierarchy of a blog wiki, visiting a leaf node is a reasonable heuristic for
560measuring whether a page, or some portion of a page, was read. Interactions between the
561students obviously also occurred offline, nevertheless the transcripts tell an important story
562about the character and quality of the online intersubjective space in which the students
563operated.

564Tightly coupled collaborations in a team design project

565The WDP was used to construct a wiki-style collaborative workspace that enabled students to
566participate in a tightly coupled learning activity even though their interaction was primarily
567asynchronous. Coupling theWikiEye awareness mechanismwith the wiki enabled each student

t3.1 Table 3 Study draws on data from these technology-oriented courses taught at Brandeis

t3.2 Course Topics Class work

t3.3 Human Computer
Interaction (CS25)

Theory, concepts, and methods
for developing computer-mediated
activities.

WDP mediated HCI team
design term projects.

t3.4 Computational Cognitive
Science (CS111)

Cognitive and Social theories of
individual and collective activity.

Entire class co-blogs on course
material on the same WDP wiki.
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568to more easily stay aware of new contributions made to the workspace and determine when and
569if other team members were reading/responding to their contributions.
570The wiki was also prefabricated with scaffolding that encoded the online representational
571system with design techniques, methods, examples, “fill-in” templates, and rules of thumb
572that structured the students’ work so as to approximate a “normal” design process (refer to
573Figs. 1 and 2 for examples). Each of the key learning elements of the design project was “laid
574out” on separate wiki pages. At any given point in time, the “current states” of these wiki
575pages were an external representation of the status of the joint problem space (Roschelle and
576Teasley 1995).
577Much of the prefabrication was intended to function as coordinating representations that
578organized the interaction among student team members so they centered their cooperation
579on the significant elements of the design project. There was nothing exotic about the layout
580of the workspace that each team used. At issue was whether the students found it worth
581their time to use the wiki and whether the scaffolding helped each team share a joint focus
582on the critical elements of the assignment and coordinate their efforts.
583The scaffolding consisted of three template pages, seven example pages, and seven
584“other” scaffolding pages that served to organize other kinds of student output or the
585collaboration itself:

586Examples: Examples of what specific design tools look like, such as a storyboard or a
587questionnaire.

588Templates: “Fill-in-the-blanks” that the student could use to complete a design task
589like identifying user needs and requirements.

590“Other” scaffolding pages: For example, a to-do list that organizes the student
591project or an exemplar of the structure of the final project report.
592

593Most scaffolding pages included “hints” that provided further information on a
594particular subtask, for example, guidelines on how to fill-in a particular template.
595The evidence will show that although the students’ wiki-mediated tightly coupled
596collaborations were asynchronous and non-collocated, they nevertheless operated within a
597close joint problem space. The students shared a joint focus on the important design
598problems and other term project material. The evidence will also show that teams larger
599than two students were more likely to collaborate online and that the scaffolding did
600function as coordinating representations between larger teams.

601Participants

602There were 18 undergraduate students in the HCI team design project course (CS25). There
603were 8 Computer Science majors, 2 other science majors, and 8 students from the social
604sciences. The majority of the students in the class (n=14) were males.
605The term projects were done in self-selected teams with a maximum size for a team of
606four students. There were two teams of four students, two teams of three students, and two
607teams consisting of two students each. The four females ended up being on different teams.
608Each team was assigned a prefabricated WDP wiki.
609As an introductory course open to non-majors, the technical requirements for enrollment
610were few. No formal evaluations were done to assess the students’ computer literacy. In
611class discussions, most of the students expressed moderate or advanced technical skills. The
612majority of the students claimed prior experiences with collaboration but none had engaged
613in extensive online team-based collaborations.
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614Procedure

615Earlier in the semester, the students were introduced to the class wiki, a tour of the wiki’s
616features was provided. The students completed an in-class exercise that introduced them to
617the significant features of the class wiki. Minor additional training was provided when
618students began to work on their projects. The major difference between the class wiki and
619the team wikis concerned the scaffolding and the use of the WikiEye. The teaching assistant
620provided a brief tour during a single lecture that introduced students to the organization of
621the team wiki workspaces.
622The students worked for 4 weeks on their projects primarily outside lecture hours. Their
623choice was to meet face-to-face, collaborate online, or do both. Some time was set-aside
624during lectures for students to discuss or present their progress and get feedback. In
625addition to regular office hours, the instructor and teaching assistant organized a couple of
626additional face-to-face meetings where students could present their work, ask questions on
627issues they were struggling with, and get further feedback on their designs.

628Metrics

629The analysis of each team’s collaboration will focus on evaluating whether or not the tightly
630coupled students shared a joint focus on the critical elements of the project and operated
631within an online joint problem space. The number of students who edit a given wiki page
632(editors) and the number of times a page is edited (edit turns) are measures relevant to
633determining whether the students worked within a joint problem space:

634Editor: A student who edits a wiki page is considered to be an editor.

635Edit turn: An edit turn begins when one student edits a page and ends when the
636contribution is acknowledged by at least one other student as he or she either reads or
637re-edits the contribution. See Fig. 8 for an example of a page that received multiple
638edit turns from different students.
639

640If students divide-and-conquer their collaborative project, there will be a preponderance
641of wiki pages where only one student edited the page or where final versions of wiki pages
642received only a few edit turns. In the worst-case scenario, there is only a single student
643editor and a single edit turn on each of the scaffolding pages; the students would not operate
644closely within a joint problem space.

645Editing student created pages

646On average, the students created 5.67 pages in addition to the scaffolding pages. Many of
647these pages presented material that was not easily editable on the wiki so they had to be
648created elsewhere and uploaded to the wiki. For example, because drawings cannot be
649easily designed and modified on the wiki, students used other desktop applications to
650develop the drawings, which they subsequently uploaded to the team’s wiki for distribution
651purposes. These pages were also used as temporary storage spaces for material collected
652offline that was later migrated into other locations, for example, templates, on wiki.

653Joint problem space?

654The prefabricated structure for the team workspaces highlighted the crucial elements of
655their design activity. Twelve of the 17 scaffolding pages were the most important in terms
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656of design: all three template pages, six example pages and three of the other scaffolding
657pages. Ideally, these would be the wiki pages that multiple students would co-edit. Some of
658the scaffolding pages are less likely candidates for co-editing. Other scaffolding pages, like
659the front page of each team’s wiki, which provided a “hierarchical link structure/overview”
660into the various parts of the assignment were co-edited by the students to improve
661coordination among team members.
662All metrics showing averages per team size are computed as shown in the following
663example (see Eq. 1). Assume there are 17 scaffolding pages (n=17). Let Editorsi be the
664number of different editors on any given scaffolding page i. Thus, the average number of
665different editors on n scaffolding pages for any given team is:

Editors ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1
Editorsi ð1Þ

666667668The average number of edit turns can also be computed in a similar fashion. The average
669number of editors or edit turns on scaffolding pages in teams of a particular size is
670computed by averaging the results from the equation above for each team of that size.
671The teams edited, on average, 94% of the template pages and 81% of the example pages.
672Five of the six teams edited all of the template pages. Table 4 summarizes the average
673number of editors on the scaffolding pages. Across all teams, the majority of the students
674edited the scaffolding pages. For larger teams of four, there were on average three editors
675per each scaffolding page. The fact that the majority of the teams co-edited the scaffolding
676pages suggests that the students in each team were jointly focused on the same critical
677elements of their project.
678Table 5 summarizes the number of edit turns on the wiki pages. The scaffolding pages
679received, on average, more edit turns than the pages created by the students. Each
680scaffolding page had on average 4 edit turns whereas the pages that the students created
681received on average 2.8 edit turns. The high number of editors per scaffolding page
682indicates that the students were jointly focused on the crucial parts of the assignment.
683However, the fact that these same pages received, on average, multiple edit turns from
684different users is evidence that the students were jointly problem solving on the key
685(learning) elements of the project.

Fig. 8 Example of a page that received five edit turns
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686Scaffolding as coordinating representations

687Because the students in the tightly coupled activity are jointly producing a particular product,
688their success depends on the team staying sufficiently coordinated. Scheduling a time and place
689to meet, offline, is much easier to accomplish for smaller teams. If the analysis of the data shows
690that the larger teams used the wiki more often, they substitute online collaboration for some
691face-to-face meetings, and their focus was on the important elements of the project— namely
692the scaffolding pages — then there is confirming evidence that the wiki was effectively
693supporting the “collaborative” part of the team term project.
694We explored potential relationships between team sizes and how much, and how often
695(edit turns), their collaboration involved co-editing the scaffolding pages (see Table 6).
696On average, the larger teams co-edited more of the scaffolding pages (see line 1). They also
697exhibited more edit turns on all wiki pages (see line 2). For example, teams of four students had a
698total of 234 edit turns compared to a total of 29 edit turns for teams of two students. Similarly, the
699total number of edit turns on the scaffolding pages were much greater for the larger teams (see line
7003) who were also more likely to do multiple edits on all wiki pages (see line 4). The larger teams
701had a total of 37 wiki pages that were edited multiple times by different students whereas teams of
702two students only had seven pages that were edited multiple times by both members of the team.
703The larger teams were also more likely to do multiple edits on the scaffolding pages (see line 5).
704A Pearson correlation test confirmed that the relationship between team sizes and each
705of the metrics shown in Table 6 was statistically significant with p<.05. In general, larger
706teams were more likely to use the wiki to coordinate and collaborate.
707The scaffolding was intended to help the students, particularly the larger teams, to
708coordinate and share a common view of their cooperative activity. The fact that the larger
709teams’ collaboration centered on the scaffolding pages gives testimony to the importance of
710providing scaffolding in asynchronous non-collocated learning environments. The provided
711examples and templates highlight their function as coordinating representations.

t4.1 Table 4 Avg. number of editors per pages

t4.2 Metric Teams of 4 Teams of 3 Teams of 2

t4.3 Co-edit scaffolding pages

t4.4 Avg. no. editors on all scaffolding page 3.0 1.9 1.4

t4.5 Avg. no. editors on template pages 3.2 1.8 1

t4.6 Avg. no. editors on example pages 2.3 2.1 1.1

t4.7 Avg. no. editors on other scaffolding pages 3.5 2.0 2.0

t4.8 Co-edit student created pages

t4.9 Avg. no. editors on student created pages 1.7 1.4 1.2

t5.1 Table 5 Average no. of edit turns by team size

t5.2 Metric Teams of 4 Teams of 3 Teams of 2

t5.3 Avg. no. edit turns on all scaffolding pages 6.7 3.2 2.1

t5.4 Avg. no. edit turns on important scaffolding pages 6.1 2.2 0.6

t5.5 Avg. no. edit turns on student created pages 3.8 3.0 1.7

t5.6 Avg. total no. edit turns on scaffolding pages 96 38 9.5

t5.7 Avg. total no. edit turns on student created pages 21 10 5
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713The WDP was used to construct a wiki-style environment for students to co-blog on the
714course readings. The front page of the wiki listed the most recently added blog posts.
715WikiStickies enabled the students to easily write comments, and locate them, on each
716other’s blog posts. The WikiNewsletter enabled students to stay aware of recently added
717contributions specifically on days when they did not contribute to the blog-o-sphere.
718Co-blogging is an example of a loosely coupled collaborative learning activity. In a
719co-blogging exercise, each student has a blog. Each blog is composed of multiple blog
720posts. Students can read each other’s blog posts and comment on them. In a co-blogging
721activity, students ideally develop their own opinions but also engage in “conversations”
722about other students’ ideas by commenting on their blog posts. During any period of the
723semester, multiple conversations can emerge. The blogging part of a co-blogging activity
724makes the students explain in their own words the course material. The “co-” part of co-
725blogging makes the students exchange ideas and interact over the course material.
726How does one measure the “collaborative” part of the students’ wiki-mediated co-
727blogging work? Ideally, all of the student blogs should have an audience but each blog does
728not have to be read by every single student. Most of the blog posts should be read by
729somebody but it is not necessary for the same student to read all the posts or all posts by a
730specific author. Ideally, conversations emerge frequently within the blog-o-sphere with a
731reasonable subset of more extensive conversations (multiple comments by multiple
732students). Each student has to feel as if he or she was “heard” on a regular basis and that
733their contributions draw responses from other students. Who the “others” are can vary.
734The analysis that follows closely examines the “co-” part of a wiki-mediated co-
735blogging activity. The evidence will show that students regularly produced blog posts and
736that the majority of the blogs were regularly read. The data will also show that the students’
737commenting and reading activities were extensive and that students not only read the
738responses to their own posts or comments, but they also read blog posts for which they did
739not generate comments. The evidence shows that students read comments and responses to
740comments that they did not produce and that many of the conversations received
741contributions from multiple students.

742Blogging to learn

743Blogging has been shown to be conducive to learning (Du and Wagner 2005). Because
744blogs are easy to use and quite popular, they offer new opportunities for engaging students
745and extending the learning process outside the physical classroom (Glogoff 2005; Duffy
7462008). Blogs create a middle space between traditional classrooms, which tend to be
747instructor-centered, and online spaces, which are both student-owned and social (Oravec

t6.1 Table 6 The students’ collaborative wiki work in relation to team size

t6.2 Line Metric Teams of 4 Teams of 3 Teams of 2

t6.3 1 Avg. % scaffolding pages edited 97% 85% 59%

t6.4 2 Total edit turns 234 96 29

t6.5 3 Total edit turns on scaffolding pages 192 76 20

t6.6 4 Total no. of pages with multiple edits 37 20 7

t6.7 5 Total no. of scaffolding pages with multiple edits 30 19 5
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7482003; Deitering and Huston 2004). Because each student has a blog, students have full
749control over the content and establish a personal and intellectual ownership of their work
750(Ferdig and Trammel 2004).
751Because blogs are “informal” they encourage students to explore and publish their
752own nascent ideas under less pressure than in the rough-and-tumble of in-class
753discussions (Althaus 1997). Because blogs are publically available, students not only write
754to learn but participate in a social activity. Writing a blog forces students to become analytic
755and critical as they contemplate how their ideas may be perceived by others (Williams and
756Jacobs 2004). By reading each other’s blog posts, students can further develop their
757positions in the context of each other’s writing by sensing how others understand the
758material (Oravec 2002). Conversations emerge when students comment on each other’s
759blog posts.
760Student co-blogging creates opportunities for students to exchange, explore, and present
761alternate viewpoints on the course material (Ferdig and Trammel 2004). With co-blogging,
762an epistemic dialogue can emerge (c.f. de Vries et al. 2002). Having students discuss, argue,
763and collaboratively reason about the course content positively impacts their learning
764(Andriessen 2006; Andriessen et al. 2003; Reznitskaya et al. 2001).
765Asynchronous discussion forums can mediate online discussions between students.
766However, discussion forums are predominantly shared community spaces in which
767individual voices are heard but are without a distinct identity (Duffy and Bruns 2006).
768Blogging provides a platform that promotes individual expression, enables students to
769establish their own “voice,” and yields a richer conversational interactivity within a
770community (Wise 2005; Williams and Jacobs 2004).

771Participants

772The co-blogging class (CS111) had nine students co-blog on the same wiki blog-o-sphere.
773The class was composed of six graduate and three undergraduate students. The graduate
774students were all from Computer Science and the majority of the undergraduates were
775Computer Science majors or minors.
776No formal evaluations were conducted to assess the students’ computer literacy or prior
777domain knowledge, as no prerequisites of that nature were required for enrolling in the
778course. The majority of the students, particularly those from Computer Science, had already
779had some experiences with working with wikis.

780Procedure

781At the beginning of the semester, the students were trained in using a course website
782constructed using the WDP. This “tour” enabled students to practice using the various
783features of the WDP and writing wiki pages.
784Prior to starting their co-blogging work the teaching assistant provided an in-class tour
785of the blog wiki. The tour showed the students how the blog wiki was organized differently,
786how they could find new contributions (blog posts and comments), and how they could use
787WikiStickies to write comments. The students also completed an exercise that had them use
788all of the blog wiki’s features.
789The blogging exercise lasted 4 1/2 weeks. Students worked intermittently throughout the
790week. The students were required to write at least two blog posts per week and one
791comment on a blog post by another student. The blogging work was primarily done outside
792of class. Early on, in an effort to help students become “fluent” using the technology and
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793get into the routine of blogging, some time was set aside during lectures to allow students to
794ask questions and get feedback on their blogging work.

795Metrics

796We used several counting metrics to evaluate how interactive the students were in the co-
797blogging environment. By counting “reading events,” it is possible to see how often a blog
798or blog post was read, by who, and how many times. By counting edit events, it is possible
799to tally conversations and explore features of conversations. Who participated in the
800conversation? Whose blog posts initiated the conversation? How many students
801participated in the conversation? How extensive was the conversation? Each measure tells
802a story about how interactive the students were.
803To measure the extent of the conversing interactions, we explored the students’
804conversations and, in particular, their contributions to these conversations:

805Conversation: An ongoing discussion between two or more students that emerges as
806students write comments to each other centered on a particular blog post.

807Contribution: A blog post that starts a conversation or a comment made to a
808conversation. The blog post or comment becomes a contribution when acknowledged
809by other students (by reading or adding further comments).
810

811Figure 9 shows an extensive conversation on the CS111 co-blog wiki that received
812multiple contributions from different students.
813In the conversation in Fig. 9, Kate has written a blog post on the topic of “division of
814labor.” Immediately below Kate’s post, Steve comments and provides his perspective on the
815issue followed by a comment from Anne that is directed at both Kate and Steve. Then, Kate
816answers both Steve and Anne and asks them a question hoping to further the discussion.
817Finally a fourth student, Bob, adds a comment with his insights where he at first agrees with
818most of the points raised by Kate, Steve, and Anne but mentions other issues that might
819warrant further discussion.
820When Steve reads Kate’s blog post, then Kate has made a contribution to a conversation
821between the two of them; she does not contribute to a conversation if nobody reads her
822post. If Steve responds to Kate’s contribution by posting a comment that Kate subsequently
823reads and/or comments on, then Steve has made a second contribution to the conversation
824started by Kate’s blog post and so on. For example, assuming that someone read Bob’s
825comment then the conversation would have a total of 5 contributions and 4 participants.

826Did each blog have an audience?

827The data in Table 7 shows that every student blog attracted a significant amount of
828attention. All blogs were regularly read and received comments from many students. Not all
829blog posts on a given blog were read by everyone. Although there was some overlap, the
830students did not always read or comment on the same blog posts. Students were active at
831different parts of the blog-o-sphere but each blog post regularly attracted readers.
832On average, 6.8 different students read each of the student blogs (see line 1; each blog
833had 8 potential readers) and each blog was read on average 65.1 times.
834Per week, each student read on average 9.9 blog posts (see line 5) but some posts they
835read more than once. On average, each student read 7.3 unique blog posts per week. The
836transcripts showed that students were cycling through other students’ blog posts multiple
837times before writing their own. This is evidence that students were influenced and
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838responsive to comments by other students; the co-blogging assignment was collaborative.
839Only 9% of the blog posts were never read by anybody (line 7). Seventy-seven percent of
840the blog posts were read by three or more students (sum lines 10 and 11) in addition to the
841blog post author.
842The blogs also received a lot of comments. Eighty-nine percent of the blogs drew
843comments (line 12): 9.4 per blog, about two per week. Forty-five percent of the comments
844were read by at least 2 students other than the student who wrote the comment (sum of lines
84516 through 18). Of the 26 comments not read by anyone, 22 were posted on or after the last
8462 days of the blogging exercise. At this time, students were preparing for their term projects
847and were no longer required to co-blog.

848Counting contributions to conversations

849Ideally, students who are co-blogging about the course material not only read each other’s
850blog posts but they engage in extended conversations by reading and contributing to any
851number of conversations.
852The data in Table 8 shows that the students did converse during the online co-blog
853exercise. There were a large number of conversations where at least two students provided
854contributions — the students actually engaged in a dialog about the course material.
855Another interesting finding is that the students also read ongoing discussions between other
856students even if they did not directly contribute to the conversation: These students were
857essentially “witnesses” of conversations going on between other students. This was in part
858interesting because the students co-blogged within the same wiki. Thus, the shear size of
859the blog-o-sphere search space can make the discovery of “interesting conversations” more
860difficult.
861To determine the total number of conversations of any length (number of contributions),
862we did a simple count. The situation is slightly different for determining how many students
863“witness” a conversation of a particular length. Any given student can witness more than
864one conversation. We counted how many unique student witnesses there were for each

Fig. 9 An excerpt from an extensive conversation on the topic of “division of labor”
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865conversation, grouped the conversations by length and then averaged the number of
866witnesses across conversations in each length group.
867The students engaged in a total of 94 conversations, 38 of which had at least two
868contributions from two different students (the blog post author is always the first
869contributor). Sixty-three percent of the conversations with two or more contributions were
870witnessed by other students. For example, conversations with two contributions had on
871average 2.7 additional witnesses. In other words, these conversations had on average 4.7
872participants (about half the class) engaged in some way in the discussion.

t7.1 Table 7 Did each blog have an audience?

t7.2 Line Metric CS111

t7.3 Blogs (each student had a blog)

t7.4 1 Avg. no. of students who read each blog 6.8

t7.5 2 Fewest no. of students who read any one blog 4

t7.6 3 Avg. no. of times each blog was read 65.1

t7.7 4 Fewest no. of times a blog was read 14

t7.8 Blog posts (each blog composed of multiple posts)

t7.9 5 Avg. no. of times a student read blog posts per week 9.9

t7.10 6 Avg. no. of blog posts read by a student per week 7.3

t7.11 7 % blog posts not read 9%

t7.12 8 % blog posts read by only 1 student (other than the author) 11%

t7.13 9 % blog posts read by only 2 students (other than the author) 3%

t7.14 10 % blog posts read by only 3 students (other than the author) 23%

t7.15 11 % blog posts read by more than 3 students (other than the author) 54%

t7.16 Comments (each blog post can receive multiple comments)

t7.17 12 % of blogs that drew comments 89%

t7.18 13 Avg. no. of comments per blog 9.4

t7.19 14 % comments not read 31%

t7.20 15 % comments read by only 1 student (other than the author) 24%

t7.21 16 % comments read by only 2 students (other than the author) 18%

t7.22 17 % comments read by only 3 students (other than the author) 15%

t7.23 18 % comments read by more than 3 students (other than the author) 12%

t8.1 Table 8 Conversations on the CS111 blog wiki

t8.2 Metric CS111

t8.3 Total no. conversations 94

t8.4 Total no. conversations with 2 contributions 10

t8.5 Total no. conversations with 3 contributions 15

t8.6 Total no. conversations with more than 3 contributions 13

t8.7 % conversations with 2 or more contributions read by “witnesses” 63%

t8.8 Avg. no. “witnesses” in a conversation with 2 contributions 2.7

t8.9 Avg. no. “witnesses” in a conversation with 3 contributions 1.9

t8.10 Avg. no. “witnesses” in a conversation with 4 or more contributions 2.2
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873Discussion

874The two case studies varied in how tightly or loosely coupled the students’
875collaboration was. In the tightly coupled case, the evidence showed that the students
876successfully worked online within a joint problem space. The students jointly focused
877on the important design tasks, and the relevant wiki pages received multiple edits from
878multiple students. The important tasks of the design activity were part of the scaffolding
879provided in the prefabricated wiki environment and functioned as coordinating
880representations. The data also showed that the larger teams were more likely to work
881online.
882In the loosely coupled case, the analysis was somewhat different. The results showed
883that all student blogs had an audience, but not everybody read all the blogs or blog posts. A
884significant number of lengthy conversations emerged. Close to two thirds of conversations
885of length two or greater were read by students who were not direct contributors. Students
886found blog posts and comments to read, and conversations in which to participate. There
887was significant overlap in what the students read and discussed, but not everybody was
888active in the same “parts” of the blog-o-sphere.
889In this section, we will quantify some distinguishing characteristics for these two
890different kinds of collaborative activities. The team design project course will be referred to
891as “tightly coupled” and the co-blogging course as “loosely coupled.” Our expectations
892concerning how the two activities differ can be summarized as follows.
893A tightly coupled team of students shares a joint focus. In the loosely coupled
894case, the class’ interests are less focused. For a tightly coupled online activity, new
895events in the online workspace are more likely to be read by all team members. The
896“response time,” the time it takes at least one student to read any new event, should
897be relatively short in the tightly coupled case. It is also more likely that a high
898percentage of events trigger direct responses in a timelier fashion in the tightly
899coupled activity. Finally, awareness mechanisms are likely to be used more frequently
900in the tightly coupled case because they help the student teams to jointly stay “on top
901of things.”
902In the tightly coupled collaborations, 95% of the contributions, whether original
903contributions or responses to previous ones, were read by at least one student other than the
904author of the contribution (see Table 9). In the loosely coupled activity, 92% of the blog
905posts, but only 69% of the comments, were read by at least one student other than the
906contribution’s author. In the tightly coupled collaborations, 82% of the contributions were
907read by all the students of a given team. This is significantly higher than on the loosely
908coupled blog-o-sphere where only 0.01% of the contributions were read by all students. A
909chi-square test of independence compared the frequency (number) of contributions read by

t9.1 Table 9 Coverage of contributions in the tightly and loosely coupled collaborations

t9.2 Metric Tightly coupled Loosely coupled Chi-square test
of independence

t9.3 % contributions read by at
least one student

95% 79% (92% blog posts) c2(1, N=941)=43.52, p<.001

t9.4 (69% comments)

t9.5 % contributions read by
all students

82% 0.01% (2% blog posts) c2(1, N=941)=374.02, p<.001

t9.6 (0% comments)
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910at least one student and the frequency of contributions read by all students, and found the
911differences between the two activities to be statistically significant.
912The tightly coupled students were timelier than the loosely coupled students in how
913quick at least one other student read new contributions (see Table 10). We used a chi-
914square test for independence to assess the significance of these differences. The results
915show that the frequency that a new contribution was read within 48 hours in the tightly
916coupled collaborations was significantly higher than in the loosely coupled activity.
917Response frequency beyond 48 hours was not significant.
918A different measure of responsiveness counted the number of contributions in direct
919response to a previous contribution (see Table 11). For co-blogging, this occurs when either
920a blog post or comment receives a comment in response. In the tightly coupled activity, this
921occurs when a scaffolded wiki page previously edited by any one student is further edited
922by another student(s).
923A chi-square test of independence compared the frequency of wiki page re-edits in the
924tightly coupled collaboration to the number of contributions made to conversations in the
925loosely coupled activity and found the difference to be statistically significant: c2(1, N=
926949)=14.45, p<.001.
927The tightly coupled students used the awareness mechanisms (either WikiEye or
928WikiNewsletter) more frequently to navigate the wiki than the loosely coupled students.
929This is not surprising because students participating in a tightly coupled collaborative
930learning assignment need to more closely monitor the online activity. On average, each
931student navigated the wiki 23.67 times using the awareness mechanism in the tightly coupled
932case compared to 9.67 times in the loosely coupled case. A t-test for independent samples
933confirmed the average differences as being statistically significant: t(25)=2.67, p<.001.

934Concluding remarks

935Using collaborative technology to extend the physical borders of the classroom can be of
936significant value. However, it does not guarantee that the students will either learn or
937“collaborate.”

t10.1 Table 10 Responsiveness in terms of time in both the tightly and loosely coupled collaborations

t10.2 Metric Tightly coupled Loosely coupled Chi-square test of independence

t10.3 % contributions read≤12 hours 76% 45% c2(1, N=814)=26.88, p<.001

t10.4 % contributions read≤24 hours 83% 59% c2(1, N=812)=23.75, p<.001

t10.5 % contributions read≤48 hours 89% 71% c2(1, N=814)=16.04, p<.001

t11.1 Table 11 Responsiveness in terms of contributions that are in direct response to other contributions in both
the tightly and loosely coupled collaborations

t11.2 Metric Tightly coupled Loosely coupled

t11.3 % Total % Total

t11.4 % contributions that received direct responses 66 528 50 74
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938In a collaborative learning activity, students operate within an intersubjective space, which
939holds the activity together and makes it function effectively. When collaborating
940asynchronously online, students need to maintain some common view of their joint endeavor.
941What makes for an intersubjective space that is sufficient for the collaborative task depends
942on the learning activity. Tightly coupled activities have different requirements for the
943“collaboration” than loosely coupled activities. If students participate in multiple different
944online collaborations within the same course, providing a common frame and style of interaction
945for each collaborative activity, has significant value because it significantly reduces overhead.
946The wiki’s style interaction has several properties that make it a productive framework for
947constructing different time and place collaborative learning applications. The technology is
948easy to use. Co-editing documents, and their automatic publication, are standard features of
949any wiki. The plasticity of wikis is conducive to customizing, preformating, or scaffolding the
950online interaction among the students. The malleability of wikis means teachers and students
951can further adapt the application after its initial deployment. The non-hierarchical control
952structure enables students to “own” and “control” their workspaces.
953The WikiDesignPlatform (WDP) was developed to explore if the basic wiki, when
954coupled with additional components, can be used to custom-build learning applications.
955These applications supported a variety of functions, including class websites, collaborative
956workspaces, and prototyping environments.
957Two case studies demonstrated the range of wiki-based learning activities. In the first
958study, students used a prefabricated WDP-based workspace to collaborate in a tightly
959coupled team design project. In the second case study, a loosely coupled learning activity,
960students used a wiki to co-blog on the course material.
961In the tightly coupled collaborative activity, the evidence showed that the students
962operated within a joint problem space. The wiki scaffolding prefabricated by the teacher
963highlighted the design activity’s most important tasks. The evidence showed that the
964students shared a joint focus on important material, and jointly problem solved on the
965important tasks. The wiki pages that represented these important tasks were edited multiple
966times by multiple students in each team. Another interesting finding was that as teams got
967larger they were more likely to use the wiki to coordinate and collaborate.
968In the loosely coupled co-blog study, the evidence showed that all student blogs had an
969audience. Students found blog posts and comments to read, and conversations to participate
970in but not everyone was active on the same parts of the blog-o-sphere although there was
971some overlap. A substantial number of lengthy conversations emerged and a significant
972majority of conversations with two or more contributions were “followed” by students that
973did not directly contribute to the dialog.

974Acknowledgements Special thanks go to Marina Virnik for her work on the WDP and to the students in our
975classes for providing data and feedback on the design of the WDP.
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